Depaco SRL Becomes Wetterbest SRL
Starting July 2nd 2019, Depaco SRL will be known as Wetterbest SRL.
The decision comes as a result of the company’s desire to have a single name for both
the legal entity and its product brand, with the goal of achieving a higher degree of awareness
regarding the company and its values.
The company has more than 20 years of experience on the Romanian metallic roof
market, having gained a reputation as a trustworthy Romanian brand, defined by
professionalism and promptitude, by quality without compromise and by staying true to its
words.
Through its products, Wetterbest offers its clients quality, durability and safety, at the
best possible price. Its complete roofing systems are manufactured from high quality raw
material, acquired from top level European suppliers, with the help of state-of-the-art
machinery, and are available in a wide range of colours. Wetterbest’s specialists have the
necessary experience to offer technical support and to find the right answers for every client’s
needs.
Wetterbest offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A good quality/price ratio;
A wide range of colours;
Quality certification;
Customer and tech support;
Quick delivery;
Secure packaging.

TeraPlast SA owns 99% of Wetterbest SRL.

About the TeraPlast Group

With a history of over 120 years, the TeraPlast Group is right now one of the largest Romanian privatelyheld building materials manufacturers. The Group consists of the following companies: TeraPlast,
TeraSteel Romania and Serbia, Wetterbest, TeraGlass, TeraPlast Hungary. In April 2019, the Group’s
recycling business broke off into an independent company, TeraPlast Recycling.
Since July 2, 2008, the largest company in the Group – TeraPlast SA – is listed on the Bucharest Stock
Exchange, under the symbol TRP. TeraPlast’s shares are included in the BET-BK, BET-XT, BET-XT-TR
and BET-Plus indices.
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